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compare biomechanical characteristics of the knee joint for several athletic tasks
to elucidate their effects and to examine what tasks pose a risk for ACL injury.
Three athletic tasks were performed by 24 female athletes: single-limb landing, plant and cutting, and both-
limb jump landing. Angular displacements of flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and external/internal
tibial rotation were calculated. Angular excursion and the rate of excursion of abduction and internal tibial
rotation were also calculated.
During plant and cutting, from foot contact, subjects rotated the tibia more rapidly and to a greater degree
toward internal tibial rotation. Moreover, excursion of knee abduction is greater than that during single-limb
landing. During both-limb jump landing, the knee flexion at foot contact was greater than for either single-
limb landing or plant and cutting; peak knee abduction was greater than for either single-limb landing or
plant and cutting.
In plant and cutting, the risk of ACL injury is increased by greater excursion and more rapid knee abduction
than that which occurs in single-limb landing, in addition to greater internal tibial rotation. Although single-
limb tasks apparently pose a greater risk for ACL injury than bilateral landings, both-limb landing with
greater knee abduction might also risk ACL injury.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is a serious injury in sports
activities. After ACL injury, most athletes must undergo ligament
reconstruction and continue rehabilitation for 6 months to a year
before returning to sports activities [1]. The rate of ACL injury is
reportedly much higher for female athletes than for males [2,3].
Additionally, almost 70% of situations causing ACL injury are
noncontact situations: landing from a jump, stopping after fast
running, and cutting to a different direction [2,4].

Understanding the mechanisms of ACL injury is important for its
prevention. Olsen et al. [5] described ACL injury mechanisms from
viewing videotapes of ACL injuries. They concluded that the main
injurymechanism for ACL injuries is a forceful valgus collapsewith the
knee close to full extension, combined with external or internal
rotation of the tibia. However, ACL injuries occur rapidly during games
and practice sessions. In most cases, it is difficult to determine the
mechanisms of ACL injury from videotapes or pictures recording the
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injury situation because of the image quality. Therefore, many
researchers have examined injury mechanisms from motion capture
images taken in laboratory conditions.

Numerous studies usingmotion capture systems have examined the
mechanismand risk factors of ACL injury during athletic tasks according
to gender differences. As described previously, female athletes are more
prone to sustaining ACL injury than male athletes. Therefore, female
characteristic kinematics and kinetics are thought to be risk factors
related to ACL injury mechanisms. Earlier studies have shown that
female athletes demonstrate larger knee valgus than male athletes
during landing or many other athletic tasks [6–12]. Hewett et al. [13]
measured kinematics and joint loads using kinetics during a jump-
landing task prospectively: results showed that female athletes with
increased dynamic valgus and high abduction loads are at increased risk
of anterior cruciate ligament injury. Therefore, knee valgus has been
recognized as a risk factor and one mechanism of ACL injury. Tibial
rotation during athletic tasks has been examined recently:we examined
gender differences of tibial rotation during single-limb drop landing and
estimated that the risk factor and mechanism of ACL injury would be
greater for tibial internal rotation combined with knee valgus [14].

Another approach to examination of the mechanism of ACL injury
using motion capture systems is analysis of biomechanical character-
istics during tasks that pose a high injury risk for ACL injury. In fact, ACL
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Fig. 1. Sequential photographs of experimental tasks: Single-limb landing (a), plant and cutting (b), and both-limb jump landing.
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injuries often occur in plant and cutting movements while leaning on
one leg and forcing a knee valgus [4,5]. Sell et al. [15] examined the
effects of direction during a two-legged stop-jump task and concluded
that lateral jumps are themost risky manoeuvres for ACL injury. Pappas
et al. [16] compared bilateral and unilateral landings and found that, in
unilateral landings, subjects performed high-risk kinematics with
increased knee valgus, decreased knee flexion, and decreased relative
hip adduction. However, they only analyzed knee valgus at initial
contact during landings and did not examine the plant and cutting
manoeuvre, which is thought to pose greater risk for ACL injuries. The
characteristics of plant and cutting and several athletic tasks have never
been well established.
This study was intended to compare biomechanical characteristics
of the knee joint between plant and cutting tasks and normal single-
limb landing, and to compare characteristics between both-limb jump
landing and single-limb tasks. Comparison of kinematics among tasks
can elucidate the characteristics of these tasks, and enable examina-
tion of what tasks pose a risk for ACL injury. Understanding risky tasks
and movements can help prevent ACL injury because team trainers
and coaches might thereby be better able to instruct their athletes to
avoid such movements. Our hypotheses were two. During a plant and
cutting manoeuvre, subjects demonstrate riskier kinematics for ACL
injury than during normal single-limb landing because of greater knee
valgus and greater internal tibial rotation. In addition, during single-



Fig 2. Comparisons of joint motion. Data are presented for knee abduction/adduction
(a), external/internal tibial rotation (b), and knee flexion/extension (c).

Table 1
Mean (SD) for tasks observed power of joint angle at the time of foot contact

*: pb0.05, **: pb0.0l.

Table 2
Mean (SD) for tasks observed power of peak joint angle

*: pb0.05, **: pb0.0l.
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limb tasks, subjects demonstrate riskier kinematics than during both-
limb tasks.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Apower analysis conductedduringapilot study revealed that at least
24 subjects were necessary to achieve 80% statistical power with an α
level of 0.05. In all, 24 female athleteswere recruited for the experiment.
Halfwere basketball players; otherswere lacrosse players. Subjectswere
excluded from the study if they had a history of seriousmusculoskeletal
injury, any musculoskeletal injury within the past 6 months, or any
disorder that interferedwith sensory input,musculoskeletal function, or
motor function. Before participation, all subjects provided written
informed consent in accordance with approval by the Institutional
Review Board of National Rehabilitation Center for Persons with
Disabilities. The average age of subjects was 21.1 (1.3) yr (Mean (SD));
their average height was 166.1 (8.3) cm and their average weight was
59.3 (8.2) kg. All subjects were right-leg dominant. The dominant leg
was determined as the leg used to kick a ball.

2.2. Experimental task

All subjects weremeasured in a static standing position and during
performance of three athletic tasks: single-limb landing, plant and
cutting, and both-limb jump landing. For the single-limb landing,
subjects stood on a 30-cm-high platform with the left limb, and
landed on a platform 30 cm away with the right limb (Fig. 1a). They
were required to unyoke their left foot from a platform, and, when
they start a landing motion, not to land the right limb along with their
left limb on a platform. A trial was considered successful if they
retained the landing position. For the plant and cutting, subjects stood
on a platform, as in the single-limb landing. They were required to
land with their right foot 45 abducted from the original direction and
to push off their foot perpendicularly (to the left) with the right foot to
make a cut (Fig. 1b). They also were required to make three steps after
the cut. A trial was considered successful if they landed with their foot
at the prescribed angle and made a cut to the prescribed direction. For
both-limb jump landing, subjects performed vertical jumps five times
using both legs with maximum effort [17] (Fig. 1c). They were
instructed to stand with their feet shoulder-width apart and face the
frontal plane during testing. The subjects were given verbal instruc-
tion to shorten their foot contact time as much as they were able and
to jump as high as they were able. The landings from the second to
fourth time of their dominant limb were measured for analysis.
Throughout the experiment, the subjects were barefoot and kept their
hands on their lower torso. The subjects were allowed to perform
several preparation trials. Measurements were continued for three
successful trials: each was conducted consecutively.

2.3. Data collection

All experiments were performed at the National Rehabilitation
Center for Persons with Disabilities in Saitama, Japan. A seven-camera
high-speedmotion analysis system (Hawk;Motion Analysis Corp., Santa
Rosa, CA) was used to record the lower-limb movements three-
dimensionally. The motion and force data were recorded at 200 Hz.
The laboratory was equipped with six force plates (9287A; Kistler Japan
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Vertical ground-reaction forcewas used to signal
the initial contact to determine the data capture period.



Table 3
Mean (SD) for angular excursion (deg) and rate of excursion (deg/ms)

*: pb0.05, **: pb0.01.
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To each subject, 25 reflective markers of 9 mm diameter were
secured to the lower limb using double-sided adhesive tape, as
described in a previous study [14]. Themarkerswere used to implement
the Point Cluster Technique (PCT) [18]. We calculated knee kinematics
using the joint coordinate system proposed by Grood and Suntay [19].
For PCT, the skin markers are classified into two groups: a cluster of
points representing a segment and points representing bony landmarks.
For a cluster of points, 10 and 6 markers were attached respectively to
the thigh and shank segments. The bony landmarks were the great
trochanter, the lateral and medial epicondyles of the femur, the lateral
and medial edges of the tibia plateau, the lateral (fibula) and medial
malleoli, and the fifth metatarsophalangeal joint.

2.4. Data analysis

The coordinate data obtained from the markers were not smoothed
because of the expected noise-cancelling property of the PCT. In each
trial, we calculated the angular displacements of flexion/extension,
abduction/adduction, and external/internal tibial rotation using the PCT.
The reference position for thesemeasurementswas obtained during the
static trial. We analyzed each variable at the time of foot contact and the
peak value from the foot contact to 200 ms thereafter. Additionally,
angular excursion for knee abduction and internal tibial rotation was
calculated. A rate of excursion for knee abduction and internal tibial
rotation was also calculated.

All dependent variables were calculated for each trial, then averaged
across the three trials. A repeated measures one-way ANOVA was used
to test for task differences in joint angle at the foot contact andpeak joint
angle. The alpha level was set at pb0.05. A post hoc Bonferroni multiple
comparison test was performed for each variable to determine
differences among tasks. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC (1, 3))
were calculated to determine the measurement consistency.

3. Results

Acceptable ICC (1, 3) values at the time of foot contact and a peak value were
established for knee abduction/adduction (0.98, 0.97), external/internal tibial rotation
(0.93, 0.98), and flexion/extension (0.96, 0.89). Fig. 2 portrays mean time course
comparisons across tasks for the three angular displacements of the knee (abduction/
adduction, external/internal tibial rotation, and flexion/extension).

Means, standard deviations and observed power for all variables at the time of foot
contact are presented inTable 1. The adduction angle inplant and cuttingwas significantly
larger than that for either single-limb landing or both-limb jump landing (pb0.01,
respectively); that in single-limb landing was significantly larger than that of both-limb
jump landing (pb0.05). The external tibial rotation angle in plant and cutting was
significantly larger than for either single-limb landing or both-limb jump landing
(pb0.01); that in single-limb landing was significantly larger than that of both-limb
jump landing (pb0.01). The flexion angle in both-limb jump landing was significantly
larger than that of either single-limb landing or plant and cutting (pb0.01); that in plant
and cutting was significantly larger than that of single-limb landing (pb0.01).

Means and standard deviations of peak values for all variables are presented inTable 2.
The peak abduction angle in both-limb jump landing was significantly larger than that of
either single-limb landing or plant and cutting (pb0.01 and pb0.05, respectively). During
single-limb landing or plant and cutting, their knee was abducted from foot contact with
time. However, even at their peak, it is adducted. The peak internal tibial rotation angles in
plant and cutting and both-limb jump landingwere significantly larger than that of single-
limb landing (pb0.05 andpb0.01, respectively). Thepeakflexion angle inplant and cutting
was significantly smaller than both-limb jump landing (pb0.05).

The angular excursion and velocity for knee abduction and internal tibial rotation
are presented in Table 3. The excursion for knee abduction in plant and cutting and
both-limb jump landing was significantly larger than that for either single-limb landing
(pb0.01, respectively). The rates of excursion for knee abduction among three tasks
were not significantly different. The excursion for internal tibial rotation in plant and
cutting was significantly larger than for either single-limb landing or both-limb jump
landing (pb0.01, respectively), whereas that in single-limb landing was significantly
larger than that of both-limb jump landing (pb0.01). The rate of excursion for internal
tibial rotation in plant and cutting was significantly faster than that for either single-
limb landing or both-limb jump landing (pb0.01, respectively).
4. Discussion

The primary purpose of this study was to analyze the biomechanical
characteristics of the knee joint during several athletic tasks, and to
examine what tasks present a risk for ACL injury. A plant and cutting
manoeuvre is a movement that commonly causes ACL injury, of which
most situations were single-foot push-offs [5]. However, biomechanical
characteristics of plant andcutting and several athletic tasks are unknown.
Therefore, to compare a plant and cutting and normal single-limb landing
as well as both limb landing, we can understand these athletic tasks and
examine what tasks are risky for ACL injury. The results of this study
showed that greater excursion and more rapid knee abduction occur in
plant and cutting than that which occurs in single-limb landing, in
addition to greater internal tibial rotation. Furthermore, compared to
similar single-limb tasks, both-limb jump landing knee flexion and knee
abduction were greater; external tibial rotation at the foot contact was
smaller.

4.1. Plant and cutting versus single-limb landing

Some recent studies have compared biomechanical characteristics
across different athletic tasks [8,15,20]. Nevertheless, these studies
present some limitations. Although Chappell et al. [8] compared knee
kinematics of forward, vertical, and backward stop-jump tasks, they did
not examine lateral movement. Sell et al. [15] compared two-legged
stop-jump tasks in three different directions. Although their results
indicate that lateral jumps are themost dangerous of the stop-jumps, all
tasks were two-legged tasks, not single-leg tasks. Besier et al. [20]
compared the joint load during running, sidestep cutting, and crossover
cutting. They inferred that external moments applied to the knee joint
during the stance phase of the cutting tasks place the ACL and collateral
ligaments at risk of injury, but they did not analyze joint kinematics and
the frequency of the motion analysis system was too slow to support
examination of high-speed athletic tasks. Therefore, the results of this
study, along with those of the prior study, provide some implications of
mechanisms causing ACL injury.

The results of this study showed that, during plant and cutting,
external tibial rotation at the foot contact andpeak internal tibial rotation
were greater than during single-limb landing. During plant and cutting,
from foot contact, subjects rotated the tibiamore rapidly and to a greater
degree toward internal tibial rotation than during single-limb landing.
Previous studies [8,15,16] that examined the mechanism of ACL injury
have not analyzed tibial rotation during high-risk movement, probably
because of technical issues. In this study, we analyzed tibial rotation
using PCT. An anatomical study has demonstrated that internal tibial
rotation increases the strain of ACL [21]. Therefore, biomechanically and
anatomically, plant and cutting presents a high risk for ACL injury.

During plant and cutting, subjects demonstratedmore increased knee
adduction at foot contact than during single-limb landing. After foot
contact, during single-limb landing, subjects showed twin peaks of knee
abduction. During plant and cutting, subjects moved toward knee
abductionwith time, although subjects did not exhibit a great magnitude
of knee abduction. Consequently, during plant and cutting, excursion of
knee abduction was greater than during single-limb landing. Therefore,
during plant and cutting, greater excursion of knee abduction occurred
than during single-limb landing combined with greater internal tibial
rotation to push off their body to the other side and change direction.
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4.2. Both-limb jump landing versus single-limb tasks

Some studies have analyzed kinematics or kinetics during bilateral
landing to examine ACL injury mechanisms [11,12,22]; other studies have
screened risks for ACL injury [13] or lower limb injury [23,24]. However,
few studies have examined the characteristics of bilateral landing in
comparison to single-limb landing. Only Pappas et al. [16] compared
bilateral and unilateral landings. Their results indicated that, in unilateral
landings, subjects performed high-risk kinematics with increased knee
valgus, decreased knee flexion, and decreased relative hip adduction.
However, they showed no peak knee valgus or tibial rotation during
landing.

The results of this study demonstrated that, during both-limb jump
landing, knee flexion at foot contact was greater than for single-limb
landing andplant and cutting, and that peakkneeflexionwas greater than
plant and cutting. These results were consistent with those of a previous
study [16]. Pappas et al. [16] speculated that subjects might attempt to
prevent falls by limiting excessive knee flexion during unilateral landing
compared to bilateral landing, while simultaneously increasing the forces
in ACL. Additionally, in slight knee flexion, i.e. less than 30 , contraction of
the quadriceps strains the ACL [21,25,26]. For that reason, slight knee
flexion is inferred as a risk factor of ACL injury. During a process of
prevention training leading athletes to increased knee flexion can
decrease the incidence of ACL injury. On the other hand, during both-
limb landing, external tibial rotation at the foot contact was less than that
during single-limb landing and plant and cutting, while peak internal
tibial rotation was not significantly different with plant and cutting.
Unilateral landing has a greater excursion of tibial internal rotation than
bilateral landing. As described above, an anatomical study has demon-
strated that internal tibial rotation increases the ACL strain [21].
Consequently, characteristics of unilateral landing that have less knee
flexion and greater internal tibial rotation present a higher risk for ACL
injury than bilateral landings.

Duringboth-limb jump landing, peakknee abductionwas greater than
foreither single-limb landingorplantandcutting,whilekneeadductionat
foot contactwas smaller. These results did not support our hypothesis.We
speculate that knee abduction was limited compensatory for greater
internal tibial rotation and smaller knee flexion to prevent ACL injury
during single-limb tasks. The possibility of ACL injury arosewhen subjects
allowed greater knee abduction during single-limb tasks. Another reason
might be that, because ACL injury occurs not only in single-limb situations
but also in both-limb jump landing, the latter also poses a risk for ACL
injury. Krosshaug et al. [27] analyzed videos of ACL injury situations and
reported that ACL injury occurred during two-legged landing in 9 of 22
cases of female player situations, although it occurred in only four cases of
one-legged landing. Therefore, it is thought that both-limb landing with
greater knee abduction might also pose a risk for ACL injury.

Greaterkneeabductionwasapparentduringaboth-limb jump landing
task. For screeningof ACL injuries,we detected knee abductionwell in this
task. It is difficult to detect a risk demonstrating greater knee abduction
during single-limb tasks because of these characteristics, which demon-
strate limitedkneeabduction.Moreover, kneeabductionduringboth-limb
landing can be evaluated using a two-dimensional approach,which uses a
video recorder and analyzes a frontal projected knee valgus angle [17].
Some studies have been conducted using comparable methods [23,28].
Consequently, considering convenience and efficiency, both-limb jump
landing is thought to be valuable for screening the risk of ACL injury.

4.3. Limitations

This study has important limitations. Influences of the hip and ankle
have recently been suggested [9,29]. However, the present study
analyzed the kinematics of the knee only. Additionally, although joint
kinetics holds great importance for analyses of athletic tasks and for
examination of the mechanisms of injuries, we only analyzed knee
kinematics because we have not developed a joint-moment calculation
system corresponding to PCT. Future studies should examine the
relation between kinematic data and kinetics data to assess the ACL
injury mechanism.

5. Conclusion

We compare the biomechanical characteristics of the knee joint for
several athletic tasks to elucidate the characteristics of single-limb
landing, plant and cutting and both-limb landing, and to examine what
tasks present a risk for ACL injury. The results indicate that, in plant and
cutting, knee abduction combined with internal tibial rotation poses a
risk of causing ACL injury. Both-limb landing with greater knee abduc-
tion might also pose risks for ACL injury.
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